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Advancing personalized care in hemophilia A: ten years’ experience with an advanced category antihemophilic factor prepared using a plasma/albumin-free method
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Abstract: Detailed analysis of data from studies of recombinant antihemophilic factor produced using a plasma/albumin-free method (rAHF-PFM) in previously treated patients showed a substantial level of interpatient variation in pharmacokinetics (PKs), factor VIII dosing, and annualized bleed rate (ABR), suggesting that individual patient characteristics contributed to outcome. For example, plasma half-life ($t_{1/2}$), recovery, and clearance appeared to differ between patients aged <6 years and 10–65 years. Prophylaxis resulted in lower ABRs than episodic treatment in both age groups; better adherence to the prophylactic regimen resulted in a lower ABR in patients aged 10–65 years. The weekly frequency of dosing and adherence to dosing were both significantly and inversely related to the rate of bleeding (young children, $P<0.0001$ for both all bleeds and joint bleeds; older patients, $P<0.0001$ for all bleeds and $P<0.05$ for joint bleeds), as was adherence to dosing frequency ($P<0.0001$ for all comparisons). A post-marketing randomized study of prophylaxis demonstrated that a PK-guided dosing regimen, based on an individual patient’s rAHF-PFM PK (infusion interval, estimated $t_{1/2}$, and recovery), was as effective as standard prophylaxis and that both prophylactic regimens were superior to episodic treatment with respect to ABR and quality of life measures. Thus, compared with standard prophylaxis, the PK-guided regimen achieved comparable efficacy with fewer weekly infusions. A two-compartment population PK model describes the PK data across the entire age range and forms the basis for future PK-guided therapy with rAHF-PFM. The model confirmed a shorter $t_{1/2}$ and faster clearance of rAHF-PFM in children <6 years of age versus patients ≥10 years and predicted similar PK parameters with either a full or reduced blood sampling schedule, offering the potential for the use of PK-guided, individualized treatment in the routine clinical care setting.
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Introduction

Recombinant concentrates prepared without added animal or human plasma-derived proteins represent the current state-of-the-art product for replacement of factor VIII (FVIII) in patients with hemophilia A; they provide the highest degree of safety in terms of theoretical pathogen transmission. Although the risk of inhibitor development remains a concern, the main focus in hemophilia A therapy has now turned to the identification of optimal treatment regimens for prevention of long-term morbidity resulting from frequent bleeds, particularly in patients with moderately severe and severe disease (defined as plasma FVIII levels 1 to 2 IU/dL...
and <1 IU/dL respectively). Severe hemophilia A occurs in 40% to 50% of all patients and confers high risk for both spontaneous and traumatic internal bleeding in joints, muscles, and organs. Joints that are subjected to repeated episodes of bleeding, referred to as target joints, are also at high risk for developing debilitating arthropathy. Episodic therapy, where the FVIII product is infused at the time of a bleeding episode, although effective for stopping the immediate bleed, is largely ineffective for preventing the subsequent development of arthropathy. As an alternative, Nilsson and colleagues pioneered the use of prophylactic FVIII replacement in the 1970s, with the aim of modifying severe disease to a moderate level by continual elevation of FVIII levels above 1 IU/dL. Results of the Swedish studies, as well as those of numerous other studies, have proven the efficacy of prophylaxis for reducing bleeding episodes, decreasing hospitalization, and improving long-term joint function. Primary prophylaxis, started before the age of 2 years and prior to any clinically evident joint bleeding, is now the recommended treatment for children with severe hemophilia. Whereas the original goal of prophylactic infusion of FVIII, as noted previously, was to elevate the plasma FVIII level above 1 IU/dL in patients with severe hemophilia, the means for achieving this threshold in routine practice are not clear, and the actual required threshold for prevention of bleeding is known to vary among individuals. Thus, methodologies that would allow simple, accurate determination of appropriate prophylactic dose levels and frequencies for each individual patient could lead to significant improvement in therapy for those who currently are not reaping optimal benefit from FVIII replacement therapy.

Recombinant antihemophilic factor produced by a plasma- and albumin-free method (rAHF-PFM; ADVATE; Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Westlake Village, CA, USA) is the first advanced category recombinant FVIII (rFVIII) to be extensively studied with regard to its efficacy, pharmacokinetic (PK), and safety profile during its clinical development phase and over the 10 years since its approval in the United States. We review a series of clinical research and biostatistical modeling studies that sought to define important variables that contribute to variability of bleeding rates among patients with moderately severe to severe hemophilia A and summarize advances in tailoring therapy to patient-level rAHF-PFM pharmacodynamic and PK parameters. A schematic of key developments across the rAHF-PFM clinical development program is shown in Figure 1; in what follows, each of the key developments will be described.

**Efficacy and PKs of rAHF-PFM in registration studies: identification of sources of variability**

**Variation in hemostatic efficacy: importance of adherence to dosing regimen**

The hemostatic efficacy of rAHF-PFM has been demonstrated in a series of registration trials in previous treated patients with moderately severe to severe disease (Table 1), as well as in a series of post-marketing observational and interventional studies. Patients in these trials generally received a standard prophylactic regimen comprising infusion of 20 or 25–40 IU/kg at a frequency of three to four times per week, as well as episodic treatment at the time of breakthrough bleeding. Efficacy was based on the number of rAHF-PFM infusions required to ameliorate the bleeding, the overall rating of efficacy for treatment of bleeding (Table 2) and by the annualized bleed rate (ABR) during prophylaxis. In the pivotal efficacy study of patients aged ≥10 years who had ≥150 exposure days (ED) to FVIII, results demonstrated a high level of efficacy, with 93% of bleeds treated by one or two infusions of rAHF-PFM, 86% having efficacy ratings of excellent or good, and similar results regardless of the bleed etiology (Table 1). Whereas the overall ABR during prophylaxis was 6.3 bleeds/patient/year, subjects who were less compliant with the standard prophylactic regimen had a higher bleeding rate (9.9 episodes/subject/year) than subjects who were more compliant (4.4 episodes/subject/year; Wilcoxon P<0.03), where compliance was defined as receipt of ≥25 to 40 IU/kg per infusion for at least 80% of infusions and ≥3 to 4 infusions per week for at least 80% of the weeks on study. Further, although 90% of prophylactic infusions were in the protocol-specified range of 20 to 50 IU/kg (doses >40 IU/kg were permitted for periods of anticipated increased physical activity), the overall range was quite wide (9.4–110.7 IU/kg; median, 30.7 IU/kg). The wide range suggests that some patients required higher dosing for prevention of bleeding. Dosing decisions, however, are subject to potential bias, because the actual regimen was chosen by the investigators based on their own standard of practice and/or knowledge of the patient’s previous response to treatment.

Hemostatic efficacy results were similar in the longer-term rAHF-PFM continuation study, in which patients were
Observations from rAHF-PFM registration studies suggesting a need for personalized therapy

- Wide interpatient variation in PK, ABR, and dosing within a study population
- Better adherence to treatment reduces ABR

Integrated analyses of registration study data

- Duration of plasma FVIII <1 IU/dL significantly associated with increased ABR
- Adherence to regimen critical for maintaining FVIII levels >1 IU/dL
- M-W-F regimen may result in FVIII levels <1 IU/dL between infusions

Population PK analysis

- Two-compartment population PK model describes rAHF-PFM PK data in patients aged 1 to 64 years
- Similar PK parameters predicted with eleven (full) or five (reduced) blood sampling schedule
- Reduced sampling increases the feasibility of using PK-guided therapy in the clinic

Post-marketing prophylaxis study

- PK-guided prophylaxis as effective as standard prophylaxis
- Prophylaxis is superior to episodic treatment in terms of ABR and HRQOL measures
- PK-guided Tx can allow use of one less infusion per week versus standard prophylaxis

New directions

- Time with FVIII levels ≥20–30 IU/dL associated with lower ABR
- Some patients may have higher threshold for FVIII level needed to prevent bleeding
- ABR ≥3 associated with reductions in joint health, school attendance, and HRQOL
- Tx should aim for ABR of 0–2

Figure 1 Chronology of observations from studies of rAHF-PFM leading toward personalized care for patients with hemophilia A.

Abbreviations: ABR, annual bleed rate (bleeds/patient/year); HRQOL, health-related quality of life; M-W-F, Monday-Wednesday-Friday; PK, pharmacokinetic; Tx, therapy; FVIII, factor VIII; rAHF-PFM, recombinant antihemophilic factor produced using a plasma/albumin-free method.

assigned by the investigator to one of three rAHF-PFM therapeutic regimens: standard prophylaxis as used in the pivotal study; modified prophylaxis, where dose and frequency were determined by the investigator; and episodic treatment at the time of a bleeding event. Additionally, the results showed that ABRs were markedly lower among patients treated either by standard prophylaxis (n=54, 6.0 bleeds/subject/year) or modified prophylaxis (n=53, 4.8 bleeds/subject/year) than for patients treated episodically (n=9, 18.5 bleeds/patient/year). Eleven subjects, all of whom were on prophylaxis, reported no bleeding episodes during the study. Consistent with data from the pivotal study, the ABR was lower among patients who complied with the standard prophylactic regimen than that among those who were noncompliant (30 patients; 4.5 bleeds/year versus [vs] 24 patients; 7.9 bleeds/year).

An additional study demonstrated the efficacy of rAHF-PFM in pediatric previously treated patients (PTPs; <6 years of age; ≥50 EDs). Patients were treated on one of the three regimens described above for the continuation study, except that dosing for standard prophylaxis ranged from 25 to 50 IU/kg and prophylaxis was continued for a period of ≥50 EDs or 6 months. Results showed that compared with standard prophylaxis, modified prophylaxis was characterized by fewer infusions per week at a higher median dose per-infusion (Table 1). Hemostatic efficacy results were similar to those observed in the older children, adolescents, and adults in the pivotal and continuation studies, with a markedly higher ABR for patients treated episodically than for those treated on either prophylactic regimen. Notably, although no joint bleeds occurred in patients treated on either prophylactic regimen, a median joint ABR of 14.2 bleeds/patient/year was observed for patients treated episodically.

Variation in bleeding patterns in patients with severe hemophilia A

The large body of data from the clinical registration trials allowed us to examine relationships between a number of variables related to treatment and bleeding and to compare
### Table 1 Summary of clinical registration studies of rAHF-PFM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Endpoints</th>
<th>Efficacy results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pivotal</strong></td>
<td>Criteria: FVIII ≥2 IU/dL; age ≥10 years; PTP (≥150 EDs)</td>
<td>Parts 1 and 3: PK Part 2: open-label, uncontrolled determination of hemostatic efficacy of prophylaxis for ≥75 EDs</td>
<td>Prophylaxis 3 to 4×/week at 25 to 40 IU/kg for ≥75 EDs</td>
<td>Bioequivalence of rAHF-PFM relative to RECOMBIorate</td>
<td>Treatment of bleeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enrolled</td>
<td>N=111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median age: 18 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Excellent or good for 439/510 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96% FVIII &lt; 1 IU/dL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Excellent or good for 80% of spontaneous bleeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108 treated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Excellent or good for 87% of trauma-related bleeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per-protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Overall: 6.3 bleeds/pt/y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nonadherent vs adherent:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>○ Mean of 9.9 vs 4.4 (P&lt;0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 32 patients (30%) did not bleed during prophylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuation</strong></td>
<td>Criteria: completion of pivotal study</td>
<td>Open-label, uncontrolled</td>
<td>a. 3 to 4× per week at 25–40 IU/kg for ≥75 EDs</td>
<td>PK after 75 EDs</td>
<td>Hemostatic efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per-protocol</td>
<td>Part 1: PK</td>
<td>b. Investigator-modified prophylaxis for ≥75 EDs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=81</td>
<td>Part 2: hemostatic efficacy during prophylaxis or episodic treatment</td>
<td>c. Episodic therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pediatric</strong></td>
<td>Criteria: FVIII ≥2 IU/dL; age &lt;6 years; PTP (≥50 EDs)</td>
<td>As described for continuation study</td>
<td>Planned: as described for continuation study except that standard prophylaxis was 3–4 times/week at 25–50 IU/kg and duration of prophylaxis was 46 weeks/year</td>
<td>Hemostatic efficacy</td>
<td>Treatment of bleeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enrolled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 90.1% (42/354) required 1 or 2 infusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=53 (1 female)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Excellent or good for 332/354 (93.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age: 1–5 years; mean 3.1 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• ABR, median, by regimen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treated: N=53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Standard prophylaxis: 6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Modified prophylaxis: 4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Episodic: 24.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 9 patients (8 on prophylaxis; 1 on episodic tx) did not have a bleeding episode during the study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joint ABR, median by regimen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Prophylaxis: 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Modified prophylaxis: 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Episodic: 14.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** RECOMBINATE is manufactured by Baxter Healthcare, Westlake Village, CA, USA; ABR is given in units of bleeds/pt/year; adherent was defined as 25–40 IU/kg per infusion for ≥80% of the prophylactic infusions at a frequency of 3–4 times per week for 80% of the time on study. 

**Abbreviations:** N, number; ABR, annual bleed rate; ED, exposure day; FVIII, factor VIII; PK, pharmacokinetic; pt, patient; PTP, previously treated patient; RECOMBINATE, Recombinate rAHF; SD, standard deviation; tx, therapy; wk, week; y, year; ITT, intent-to-treat; vs, versus; rAHF-PFM, recombinant antihemophilic factor produced using a plasma/albumin-free method.
Table 2 Efficacy ratings for treatment of bleeding in studies of rAHF-PFM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Abrupt pain relief and/or unequivocal improvement in objective signs of bleeding within approximately 8 hours after a single infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Definite pain relief and/or improvement in signs of bleeding within approximately 8 hours after an infusion, but possibly requiring more than one infusion for complete resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Probable or slight beneficial effect within approximately 8 hours after the first infusion, and usually requiring more than one infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>No improvement, or worsening of symptoms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** rAHF-PFM, recombinant antihemophilic factor produced using a plasma/albumin-free method.

these relationships among children, adolescents, and adults. We first analyzed bleeding patterns during prophylactic treatment among the subset of all registration trial patients who had severe hemophilia (n=145). Results of this analysis showed that mean weight-adjusted prophylactic doses decreased with increasing patient age, whereas dosing frequency was constant: 108 IU/kg/week given as 2.9 infusions for children 1–6 years of age, 86 IU/kg/week given as 2.7 infusions for adolescents (10–17 years of age), and 75 IU/kg/week given as 2.6 infusions for adults 18–65 years of age. All three age groups had low rates of breakthrough bleeding during prophylaxis: median ABRs were 3.1 bleeds/patient/year for the young children, 3.3 bleeds/patient/year for the adolescents, and 2.1 bleeds/patient/year for the adults. The percentage of bleeds occurring in joints increased with increasing age, with joint bleeds representing 21% of all bleeds in young children, 50% of all bleeds in adolescents, and 62% of all bleeds in adults. Furthermore, the proportion of joint bleeds attributed to trauma was numerically, but not statistically higher in adolescents (51%) than that in young children (29%) or adults (42%). In a multivariate analysis, arthropathy at baseline showed borderline significance (P=0.072) as a risk factor for increased frequency of joint bleeds, consistent with previous analyses showing that prevention of development of target joints and arthropathy, for example with primary prophylaxis, reduced future bleeding. Time of day and time of year were also found to have an association with bleeding. The percentage of joint bleeds occurring in summer was higher in older patients (43% or 46%) than it was in younger patients (21%), and a multivariate analysis showed that after controlling for multiple factors, a significant association was observed between season and ABR for both all bleeds and joint bleeds (P<0.01 for both variables) among patients 10–65 years of age. The time of day of the prophylactic infusion also significantly affected bleeding in children <6 years old, where the ABR for joint bleeds was significantly lower for those who received their prophylactic infusions during the morning than for those treated in the afternoon (median 0 [interquartile range (IQR) 0.0–0.4] bleeds/patient/year vs 1.8 [IQR 0.0–5.2] bleeds/patient/year, respectively; P<0.05).

**Variation in rAHF-PFM PKs**

In the three registration studies described previously, after single 50 IU/kg doses of rAHF-PFM, t½ (plasma half-life) values varied from 6 to 25 hours in patients ≥10 years of age and from 6.8 to 15.4 hours in younger children. The wide range in t½ is consistent with observations with other FVIII concentrates, and increasing t½ has been correlated with increasing age in patients ≥10 years in a previous study. In the rAHF-PFM studies, the fifth, 50th, and 95th percentiles for t½ of rAHF-PFM were 7.4, 9.4, and 13.1 hours, respectively, in young children, and 7.5, 10.4, and 16.5 hours, respectively, in patients ≥10 years of age, suggesting that t½ might be somewhat shorter in children <6 years of age than that in older patients. Weight-adjusted in vivo recovery (IVR) also appeared to be lower in the young children than in the older patients, and the CL appeared to be higher in the youngest children compared with the respective values for patients aged 10–65 in the pivotal study. We also found that IVR increased linearly and the volume of distribution at steady state (Vss) decreased linearly as a function of body mass index within the population of children aged <6 years. Mean residence time and t½, both of which are measures of FVIII plasma persistence, had significant positive relationships with age: t½ increased by 24 minutes/year over the age range 1–6 years. These differences in rAHF-PFM plasma PKs presumably result from physiologic differences, such as larger plasma volume for weight, larger volume of distribution due to larger extracellular, and total body water spaces, higher ratio of liver to body weight. Also, differences in von Willebrand factor levels were found in young children compared with older adults, which have been correlated with FVIII t½.
the first 1 hour after dosing (peak FVIII levels were observed within the first 30 minutes after dosing). Analysis of PK data from 52 young children and 100 patients ≥10 years of age indicated that approximately half of the differences in IVR, CL, and t_{1/2} for rAHF-PFM could be attributed to the reduced blood sampling schedule used for the young children. The effects of age and sampling schedule were addressed further in a subsequent study that modeled the population kinetics of rAHF-PFM, as we will now discuss.

**Advances in understanding the relationships between PKs, therapy, and outcome**

A number of reports have suggested and have begun to investigate the use of patient characteristics, including FVIII PK parameters, to determine appropriate dosing of individual patients. Consistent with these reports, the interpatient variation in hemostatic efficacy, rates of bleeding, and rAHF-PFM PKs we observed suggest that for optimal benefit, FVIII replacement therapy should be individualized, using knowledge of a patient’s PK parameters and bleed-event history, and also perhaps according to other variables such as the patient’s activity levels, that might predict treatment outcome. To further understand the relationships between PK and bleeding frequency at the individual patient level, we next examined relationships between individual PK, FVIII trough levels, and bleeding frequency, using data combined from all three clinical registration studies of rAHF-PFM.

**Linking PKs and FVIII trough levels to bleeding rates during prophylaxis**

**Breakthrough bleeding and FVIII trough levels**

The breakthrough bleeding that occurs in a patient being treated prophylactically is thought to result from a lower-than-expected blood FVIII level occurring between infusions, as suggested by early studies comparing weekly dosing frequencies. However, in a previous retrospective study of prophylaxis, where dosing was typically based on bleeding frequency rather than on maintenance of FVIII levels >1 IU/dL, some patients did not bleed even when the FVIII trough level was <1 IU/dL, and others bled with an FVIII trough >3 IU/dL. Additionally, a prospective study of secondary prophylaxis, ie, prophylaxis started after 2 years of age or after two or more joint bleeds in adults with severe disease, showed a wide range of FVIII trough levels. These data indicate that identification of appropriate dosing in individuals will require examination of multiple patient and PK variables.

With this in mind, Collins et al analyzed relationships between FVIII levels, adherence to dosing frequency, and ABR from the combined registration study patients who had received any duration of prophylaxis (99 patients ≥10 years of age, 44 patients <6 years of age; minimal to maximal time on prophylaxis 194–1024 days). In that analysis, the FVIII concentration after each infusion was projected based on the infusion dose and the observed PK parameters. FVIII t_{1/2} showed a significant negative association with bleed rate (P<0.05) in the young children, but not in patients ≥10 years of age. Key factors predictive of bleed rate in the overall sample population were dosing frequency, adherence to dosing frequency, and the related variable of time spent with plasma FVIII <1 IU/dL. The observed time spent with FVIII <1 IU/dL (calculated on the basis of the FVIII infusions given) was compared with the predicted time each patient would have spent below these levels had they adhered to a standard Monday-Wednesday-Friday (M-W-F) prophylactic regimen of 30 IU/kg. Results of this analysis showed that among older patients, the median time below 1 IU/dL would decrease from 16.5 hours to 10.0 hours if they were fully adherent. The effect of adherence on time spent with FVIII <1 IU/dL was not observed in the younger patients.

For both age groups, ABRs for all bleeds and for joint bleeds increased as a function of duration of time with plasma FVIII <1 IU/dL (Figure 2). For each additional hour with FVIII <1 IU/dL, the ABR increased by 1.4% (confidence interval [CI] 0.21% to 2.62%) in the older patients and by 2.2% (CI 1.58%–2.78%) in the young children. A multivariate analysis adjusted for etiology, site, age, and weight in comparison with ideal weight showed that in both young children and in the older population, time spent with FVIII <1 IU/dL was a highly significant predictor of the rate of all bleeds (P<0.001 for young children; P<0.05 for older patients) and the rate of joint bleeds (P<0.0001 for young children; P<0.02 for older patients). The weekly frequency of dosing was significantly and inversely related to the rate of bleeding (young children: P<0.0001 for both all bleeds and joint bleeds; older patients: P<0.005 for all bleeds and P<0.05 for joint bleeds), as was adherence to dosing frequency (P<0.0001 for all comparisons). Adherence to dose was not a factor because nearly all patients, when treated, received the prescribed dose. Thus, regardless of dose, lack of adherence to the prescribed frequency of infusions appeared to be the most significant variable predicting a higher bleed...
rate. The model suggested that full adherence would have resulted in approximately one fewer bleed per year in both age groups.

Using PKs to predict time with FVIII level < 1 IU/dL

The population-based findings described previously suggest that continuously maintaining plasma FVIII levels ≥ 1 IU/dL would be sufficient for prevention of breakthrough bleeding in many patients on prophylaxis. Individual patients, however, may have widely varying relationships between FVIII trough levels and risk for bleeding: whereas some patients may require FVIII levels > 1 IU/dL to prevent bleeds, others remain bleed-free with trough levels ≤ 1 IU/dL. Thus, the FVIII trough level of the individual patient is dependent not only on dose and frequency of dosing, but also on the patient’s PK profile, which may vary widely across the patient population. As shown by Collins et al., even when patients are receiving the same dose and frequency of FVIII replacement, the trough FVIII and duration of time with FVIII below 1 IU/dL (or other threshold) may vary markedly.

Using 1 IU/dL as a target trough level, simulations were performed to determine the effect of the observed FVIII $t_{1/2}$ and IVR on FVIII levels following a single 30 IU/kg infusion. A plot of the log(FVIII level) vs time for a patient at the fifth or 95th percentiles for $t_{1/2}$ (assuming median IVR) demonstrated that the duration of time before the FVIII level fell to < 1 IU/dL varied according to $t_{1/2}$; those with longer $t_{1/2}$ took longer to reach the 1 IU/dL threshold. Among the young children, the time for FVIII to fall to < 1 IU/dL varied from 44.0 hours (fifth percentile for $t_{1/2}$) to 78.1 hours (95th percentile for $t_{1/2}$). Similarly, in the older patients, the time for FVIII to fall to < 1 IU/dL varied from 46.4 hours (fifth percentile for $t_{1/2}$) to 103.5 (95th percentile for $t_{1/2}$). IVR (assuming a median $t_{1/2}$) was not as strong a predictor for time to the plasma FVIII threshold, as the times varied by approximately 10 to 11 hours for the fifth and 95th IVR percentiles.

Additional simulations demonstrated that varying the $t_{1/2}$ from the fifth to 95th percentile (assuming average IVR) for patients treated prophylactically on an alternate-day regimen at 30 IU/kg per dose, as well as varying the dosing frequency for a constant weekly dose of 105 IU/kg (assuming average $t_{1/2}$ and IVR), had marked effects on FVIII trough levels and the time required to reach the IU/dL threshold. For example, in both young children and older patients, the trough level was predicted to be less than the threshold for a patient with a $t_{1/2}$ at the fifth percentile, whereas a patient at the 95th percentile would have a trough level well above the threshold.

Similarly, daily dosing was predicted to result in trough levels well above the threshold, whereas dosing every third day resulted in trough levels below the threshold. The time to reach the 1 IU/dL threshold was approximately 45 hours for all patients with a $t_{1/2}$ at the fifth percentile, and varied from 61 (young children) to 70 hours (patients aged ≥10 years) in patients simulated to receive infusions every third day. Patients simulated to have $t_{1/2}$ at or above the median, or to receive infusions daily or every other day would be expected to maintain FVIII above the 1 IU/dL threshold at all times. Simulations of alternate day infusions at doses of 10, 20, 30, or 50 IU/kg (assuming average recovery and $t_{1/2}$) showed smaller variations in FVIII trough level and predicted that only patients dosed at 10 IU/kg would experience FVIII trough levels <1 IU/dL.

A simulation of the combined effects of FVIII $t_{1/2}$ and dosing frequency (assuming weekly FVIII dose of 105 IU/kg and an average IVR) revealed that a patient of any age treated with daily infusions at 15 IU/kg would likely never have plasma FVIII levels <1 IU/dL. Nor would a patient treated on alternate days or every third day who had a FVIII $t_{1/2}$ above the median experience plasma FVIII levels below the threshold. However, the simulation also showed increasing time a patient would have plasma FVIII <1 IU/dL with decreasing FVIII $t_{1/2}$. Conversely, as the frequency of infusions increased, the time a patient would require to reach a plasma FVIII <1 IU/dL level decreased. Thus, the time with FVIII below the threshold could be minimized or eliminated in many patients (ie, even those with FVIII $t_{1/2}$ below the median) if they received FVIII infusions more frequently, for a total weekly dose of 105 IU/kg. However, the potential negative impact of daily dosing on health-related quality of life (HRQOL), as well as limited venous access, particularly in children, may pose significant barriers for broad patient acceptance.

We also examined the predicted combined effects of the commonly used M-W-F regimen (at doses of 20, 30, or 50 IU/kg) and FVIII $t_{1/2}$ on FVIII trough levels in young children. Our simulation revealed that those with FVIII $t_{1/2}$ below 10.5 hours would experience some time with trough levels <1 IU/dL in all three dosing scenarios. Consistent with this idea, in other patients treated on a three times per week FVIII regimen, 82.5% of breakthrough bleeds occurred between 48 and 72 hours after the last prophylactic infusion. The duration of time spent with FVIII below this threshold increases both with decreasing $t_{1/2}$ and decreasing FVIII dose, such that even at the 50 IU/kg dose level, a patient with a 9-hour $t_{1/2}$ would experience approximately 10 hours per week with FVIII <1 IU/dL. As was previously reported, the ABR
is predicted to increase by 2.2% for each hour for each week that FVIII is $<1$ IU/dL in young children. This simulation predicted that treating a typical child $\leqslant 6$ years of age with the commonly used regimen of $30$ IU/kg three times per week would result in $42\%$ more bleeding episodes than if treated with the same dose on alternate days. This finding suggests that the preferred approach to maintaining FVIII above $1$ IU/dL (or other threshold) is to infuse more regularly, using an every-day or every-other-day schedule, rather than an M-W-F schedule. The findings from this study indicate that young children and older patients require different regimens for optimal prophylaxis, and that the commonly used M-W-F dosing frequency is suboptimal in both age groups unless pharmacokinetically-guided to optimize dose in patients with adequate FVIII $t_{1/2}$ characteristics.

**PK-guided prophylaxis**

*Post-marketing study of standard prophylaxis and PK-guided prophylaxis versus episodic treatment with rAHF-PFM*

To test the hypothesis that PK-guided prophylaxis is effective for preventing bleeding in children, adolescents, and adults, a prospective, randomized comparison of 12 months of PK-guided every third day prophylaxis vs standard every-other-day prophylaxis with rAHF-PFM in previously treated patients with moderately severe to severe disease, was conducted recently. Efficacy of both prophylactic regimens was compared with a lead-in 6-month period of episodic treatment with rAHF-PFM (Figure 3). Doses on the standard regimen were $20–40$ IU/kg every other day, with the actual dose determined by the investigator. The PK-guided doses were $20–80$ IU/kg every third day, with the actual dose derived using the 72-hour infusion interval, the estimated terminal $t_{1/2}$, and the incremental recovery determined during episodic treatment. The general aim of both regimens, whether based on individual PK assessment only or by weight-based dosing, was to maintain an FVIII trough level $\geqslant 1$ IU/dL.

The median (range) doses per infusions were $31.4 (11.8–80.9)$ IU/kg for standard prophylaxis and $43.0 (13.0–107.1)$ IU/kg for PK-guided prophylaxis. Whereas all patients experienced one or more bleeding episode during the 6-month episodic treatment period, 22 patients (13/32 on standard prophylaxis and 9/34 on the PK-guided regimen) did not experience any bleeding during the 12-month period of prophylaxis. In the intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis, there was no significant difference in the ABR for patients on standard prophylaxis or PK-guided prophylaxis ($P=0.2588$). The median ABR was significantly lower for the combined prophylaxis regimens than for episodic treatment (1.1 vs 43.9 bleeds/patient/year; $P<0.0001$). Results were similar for joint bleeds, nonjoint bleeds,

---

**Figure 2** Predicted annual joint bleed rate as a function of time spent with factor (F)VIII $<1$ IU/dL. Negative binomial linear model with joint bleed rate as the dependent variable, and time with FVIII $<1$ IU/dL, age, and body weight as independent variables. The figure shows the predicted probability of having no bleeds per year dependent on time per week spent with an FVIII $<1$ IU/dL.

spontaneous bleeds, and traumatic bleeds. We conclude from these data that PK-guided prophylaxis is a viable alternative to standard every-other-day prophylaxis: both regimens entailed similar FVIII consumption, whereas the PK-guided regimen required one fewer infusion per week. Both prophylactic regimens resulted in significant reductions in bleed rates: the median ABR was 44 bleeds/patient/year with episodic treatment vs 0–1 bleeds/patient/year with either of the rAHF-PFM prophylaxis regimens. Additionally, rAHF-PFM prophylaxis was associated with a clinically significant improvement in bodily pain and physical functioning, clearly demonstrating HRQOL benefits for this mode of therapy with rAHF-PFM.

Using population PK models to plan routine PK assessments in the hemophilia clinic

The data presented thus far indicate that knowledge of individual patient PKs is critical for determination of the optimal prophylactic dosing for prevention of bleeding. Thus, using a population PK model fitted simultaneously to all available concentration vs time data from our registration studies, we examined relationships between FVIII PKs and factors such as age and body weight, which have been used in the past to approximate PK values.36

In the population model, an integrated covariate model describes relationships between the PK parameters and patient characteristics, and an integrated statistical model describes the variance in PK parameters resulting from differences between and within individuals. The model also describes variance due to biologic variability, measurement errors, and errors in the fit of the model to the data. Population PK modeling is especially well suited to analysis of data pooled from separate studies, such as our pivotal, continuation, and pediatric studies14,16,21 that used different FVIII infusion and blood sampling schemes; it can also minimize the impact of differences in blood sampling schemes on the PK results. Other researchers also have noted that data from a population PK model may be applied to the real-world setting by indicating the key blood sampling times that are needed for accurate PK estimates, thus reducing sampling to a level that is practical in the setting of routine clinical practice.37–41

Our population PK model used FVIII PK data generated from 236 infusions of rAHF-PFM in 152 patients.
the expected plasma volume of the patient, was found to fit the data for both younger and older patients. This finding is in accord with PK modeling data based on other large databases for FVIII treatment.\textsuperscript{37,39,41,42} The FVIII levels predicted by the model were in close agreement with observed levels of FVIII in patients. Notably, the model confirmed the age-associated increase in FVIII $t_{1/2}$ and age-associated decrease in FVIII CL observed with standard PK analyses; the changes were described as continuous functions. Because $t_{1/2}$ changes with age, the prophylactic dose required to maintain the FVIII trough level $>1$ IU/dL (or other threshold) will also change and will need to be based on the measured $t_{1/2}$ at any given time resulting from the variation in this parameter between patients. The IVR predicted by the model was similar for younger and older patients, in contrast to results obtained using the standard linear regression model where IVR was lower for young children than that for adolescents and adults. In the population model, reduction of blood sampling from eleven to five samples did not alter the estimated PK parameters. The ability of the population PK model to reasonably predict PK parameters of an individual using fewer samples was further tested by comparing the parameters derived using the full PK schedule to the results derived from the population PK model using only one, two, or three samples from the same patient datasets.\textsuperscript{43} As expected, variance between the estimated parameters was small. To externally test the model, an independent analysis was performed using individual subject data from the rAHF-PFM prophylaxis study,\textsuperscript{17} which were not included in the original population PK model. Two-compartment curve fitting of data obtained from a full PK schedule on the rAHF-PFM prophylaxis study showed good agreement with individual PK estimates generated using the population PK model based on data from only four PK samples for subjects on the rAHF-PFM prophylaxis study.\textsuperscript{44} These results demonstrate that a population PK model may be a useful platform for determining an individual’s FVIII PK characteristics needed to design an appropriate PK-guided dose and infusion schedule in routine clinical practice in all age groups. The need for fewer blood samples should increase patient convenience, limit discomfort – especially in young children – and reduce costs related to handling and assaying of blood samples and extended or multiple clinic visits. The remaining missing link to use in routine practice is a simple way to calculate the individuals PK parameters using the minimal blood samples.

**Future directions**

Our data support the advent of population PK-guided prophylaxis as the new treatment paradigm. Whereas we have shown that the use of only a few postinfusion PK samples is adequate for determination of a patient’s PK profile, adoption of this method is currently limited by the practitioner’s lack of access to population PK data and simple methods for calculating dosing based on such data. The development of an easy to use electronically-based, “PK-calculator” would fill an important need.

The process of identifying the optimal treatment regimen for an individual patient is likely to be complex for some patients. We recently examined the relationship between variables such as average maximal plasma concentration ($C_{\text{max}}$), area under the curve (AUC)/week, time spent above 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 IU/dL FVIII (ie, peak FVIII levels in the nonhemophilic range), and risk for bleeding in 34 patients receiving PK-guided prophylactic therapy every third day.\textsuperscript{45} This analysis showed a significant relationship between higher $C_{\text{max}}$ values and/or time spent within the peak, nonhemophilic FVIII range (eg, $>30$ IU/dL), and lower ABR on every third day dosing regimens. We also noted that higher ABRs during PK-guided prophylaxis were correlated with higher ABRs during the preceding episodic treatment period and with lower percentage reductions in ABR during prophylactic relative to episodic treatment. These data suggest that targeting FVIII trough at $>1$ IU/dL may not be suitable for all patients, especially those with a recent history of high ABR during episodic therapy. Such patients may require alternative dosing regimens including higher doses and/or shorter dose intervals to achieve higher troughs and/or more frequent peaks. Further investigation in this area is warranted, particularly regarding the potential relationship between patient activity levels and the risk of bleeding at various FVIII peak and trough levels.

We also have recently begun to assess the relationships between ABR and HRQOL. Previously, we found that physical HRQOL scores of patients with hemophilia A were lower than those of individuals either in the general population or with chronic back pain.\textsuperscript{46} We and other researchers have reported a positive correlation between prophylactic therapy and improved HRQOL in both children and adults.\textsuperscript{17,20,46–49} However, no analysis has systematically quantified the level of bleeding that results in a negative impact on HRQOL. As a first step in understanding such relationships, we have conducted
a large multinational, cross-sectional survey to assess health outcomes of children with severe hemophilia A (mean age, 9.7 years) according to reported ABR. Approximately half of the surveyed children were being treated by episodic therapy and half were treated on a prophylactic regimen. In this survey population, ABR ≥3.0 was significantly correlated with worsening of both physical and emotional HRQOL scores (P<0.05) and with increasing numbers of target joints and missed school days. These data suggest that even three to four bleeds per year may have a negative impact on a pediatric patient’s joint health, school attendance and HRQOL. This result is consistent with results of a study by Funk et al, in which patients with three or more bleeds per year had increased radiologic joint scores relative to patients with zero to two bleeds per year. Thus, efforts to tailor therapy toward a zero ABR among pediatric patients with severe hemophilia A may improve a patient’s quality of life as well as clinical outcomes.

Finally, currently available data has suggested that some patients experience detrimental subclinical bleeding: such patients have low joint ABRs, but show evidence of joint damage on radiologic assessments. These observations suggest the need for long-term joint outcome studies based on radiologic assessment, even in patients with low ABRs. Such studies could also examine the feasibility of measuring indicators of bone and cartilage formation/degradation as surrogate measures of clinical disease progression.

Conclusion
The development of FVIII concentrates that have virtually no risk of transmission of animal or human blood-borne pathogens has allowed the hemophilia treatment community to shift its focus from concentrate safety to optimization of therapy for prevention of long-term morbidity. Prophylactic dosing, in which FVIII concentrate is infused at regular intervals before the onset of bleeding, is now considered the standard of care for children with severe hemophilia, as well as for adults who experience frequent bleeds. Our analyses of PK, trough levels, prophylactic dosing regimens, and bleeding frequencies show that patient age, FVIII t½, dosing frequency, and adherence to the dosing frequency are important factors that affect the time a patient spends with plasma FVIII <1 IU/dL. The commonly used M-W-F dosing regimen has the potential to result in FVIII levels below the bleeding threshold in many patients, if dosing is based only on body weight. PK-guided dosing, however, can be applied to tailor the appropriate dose within a safe and effective range for many patients. Data from rAHF-PFM studies demonstrated that PK-guided prophylactic regimens based on a Bayesian population PK modeling analysis of individual patient data using limited sampling points could be effective in maintaining FVIII trough levels above an individual’s threshold for bleeding and may reduce the number of required weekly infusions in some patients. This may in turn, improve adherence and patient HRQOL. Because PK-guided individualized therapy, on the whole, has the potential to be more cost-effective for many patients, while still achieving an ABR of 0–1 bleeds/patient/year, it can also be used to optimize the dosing regimens of those who are not able to achieve this ultimate goal using their conventional, suboptimal body weight-based dosing regimen. More judicious use of FVIII may also expand access to prophylactic therapy, particularly in countries with cost constraints or limited health resources. Finally, our aspiration toward a bleed-free world will require continual vigilance; the choice of regimens should be dynamic, as optimal dose and dosing frequency will likely change as patients age and change lifestyle/physical activity and exhibit changes in FVIII PK. With continued research, we will also learn other ways to further optimize therapy and prevent the damage from bleeds before they occur.
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